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We know that when working offshore 
every minute is mission critical, so we’ve 
built our company to come through for 
you, whenever and wherever you need 
us. We keep a large inventory of the 
latest high-quality equipment ready for 
immediate dispatch from many of the 
most active offshore exploration and 
production regions, including North 
America, South America, Africa and the 
Middle East. 

Our equipment is built to the highest 
standards utilizing the most advanced 
designs and safety procedures to ensure 
compliance with the latest regulations. 
Every unit is diligently tested and  
maintained for superior performance.  
In addition, we are continually updating 
our fleet with new equipment. 

When you call Tiger Offshore, you get 
a highly responsive partner who works 
hard to bring real value to your operation. 
You get experienced experts who 
understand the particular challenges of 
the offshore industry and will personally 
ensure that your needs are met, from 
products to logistics. You get skilled 
professional dispatchers who stand ready 
to assist you 24/7/365. You get clean and 
simple invoicing with no hidden fees. And 
you get all of this from a single source. 
Which means you get the job done right 
the first time.

That’s the mark of Tiger.

When it comes to supplying essential off-
shore equipment, you need a company that 
gets the job done right. 



Flexibility
                              Cutting Boxes

No matter how your particular cuttings removal system 
is configured, Tiger has the right equipment for the job. 
Our cutting boxes are designed to readily adapt to a wide 
variety of closed-loop systems, with user-friendly features 
that allow easy handling by multiple subcontractors 
throughout the delivery-removal cycle. This gives you 
immense flexibility across your operations while strictly 
maintaining compliance.

QualITy, EffIcIEncy and SafETy
Tiger maintains a large inventory of cutting boxes in a 
variety of sizes. Every unit is built for outstanding offshore 
performance with features such as a rust-resistant galvanized 
finish, and multiple ports that allow for faster cuttings 
collection. Our cutting boxes also have lighter lids – nearly 
half the weight of many competitors’ boxes. According to 
third-party research, this makes a substantial difference when 
it comes to preventing injuries.

SIzES avaIlablE
15 bbl
15 bbl DNV
25 bbl
25 bbl DNV
22 bbl DNV (International)
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Selection 
                 Cargo Carrying Equipment, Dry Containers and Slings

Offshore cargos vary immensely in weights, dimensions, 
configurations and materials, and Tiger is the one company 
that can carry them all. We offer the largest, newest and 
most diverse fleet of cargo carrying units  
and dry containers in the business. In fact, we have  
70 different containers to choose from in the broadest range 
of heights, widths and lengths up to 105 feet.  
With Tiger you are able to source exactly the right 
containers for every job you need to accomplish.

buIlT fOr SEvErE cOndITIOnS 
Not only is our fleet of containers new, it’s also built to  
last. Our units are constructed of the toughest materials. 
Plus there are ample options for specialized uses, such  
as additional tie downs, saddle support for containing round 
objects, side door access for easy loading on some DNV 
2.7-1 baskets, and rubber seals on open baskets to make 
them fluid containment capable. Our units meet industry 
standards for labeling details such as load capability, and 
the top rails are painted safety orange for high visibility in 
the harsh, high-activity environments common to offshore.

QualITy PIPE SlIngS
Tiger also manufactures its own highly reliable pipe slings. 
Our trained staff perform visual inspections on every sling 
between each rental as well as periodic physical inspections 
per local regulations. So when you are moving pipe you can 
be certain it is properly and safely supported.
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AvAilAbility 
                Fluid Transport, Mixing and Storage Tanks

When you need fluid tanks for your operation, Tiger is the 
company you can count on every time. We offer multiple 
styles and sizes in both vertical and horizontal configurations. 
We also carry a wide range of mixing and storage tanks, 
so you can get all the units you need from one dependable 
source. 

PErfOrmancE IS buIlT In 
Tiger’s Coast Guard, IM 101, IMDG, DPC, IBC, and UN tanks 
keep your fluids safely and reliably contained. Each unit is 
designed and constructed with robust components to prevent 
leaks and provide years of reliable performance. 

We offer a full line of offshore tanks for fluid collection, 
storage, transport and disposal. Our tanks are designed for 
drilling muds, completion fluids, production chemicals, acids, 
lubricants, aviation fuel, waste oil and waste water.  Tiger 
has the tank assets to support everything from a 10,000 bbl 
flow back job to something as common as transporting 1,000 
gallons of diesel. Tank sizes vary from  
55 gallons to 21,000 gallons.

Depending on the intended contents, we can also add 
various chemical-resistant liners. Designed for optimal 
product compatibility, these liners prevent contamination  
of vital fluid assets. 
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ReSponSiveneSS
                                          Tiger Industrial
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When renting equipment, everything comes down to having 
the right equipment at the right time, ready to do the job. 
Tiger Industrial delivers both. We keep a large fleet of pumps, 
pressure washers and steam cleaners prepped for immediate 
deployment. Every piece of equipment we offer is put through 
a rigorous maintenance regimen to ensure the highest quality 
and performance. 

Our knowledgeable personnel will help you select the right 
equipment for the job, and we’re available around the clock to 
offer any support you may need. In addition, we can readily 
verify which pieces of equipment you are currently renting, to 
help you better plan for upcoming projects. 

PrESSurE WaShErS and hydrOblaSTErS
3,500 to 40,000 psi
Air-operated screen cleaners
Hot water / steam up to 5,000 psi
Diesel and explosion-proof electric
Steam generators for de-Icing and de-gassing

PumPS maTS 
Centrifugal and Trash Rig Mats 
Water transfer ECOmats™ (Synthetic) 
Vac assist 
Air-operated, diesel and electric

 Pressure Washers Hydroblasters  Centrifugal Pumps  Water Transfer Pumps Synthetic Mats 



ReliAbility
                Tiger Industrial 

For oil and gas equipment rentals, Tiger is your go-to source. 
We have locations close to you, each with a full range of 
high-quality equipment for cleaning, pumping and power 
generation, as well as blast-resistant buildings and matting. 
Whatever you need, one call to Tiger Industrial makes it 
happen.

mOrE Than EQuIPmEnT
Customers come back to us again and again because we 
provide much more than the best equipment – we forge a 
strong vendor-client partnership geared to getting the job 
done right. When you work with Tiger you’re working with 
experts who understand your business and will help you 
select exactly the right equipment for your specific job.  
You get immediate response and a high level of support.  
In fact, our people will often analyze the job at hand, 
anticipate potential issues that could arise, and recommend a 
course of action before a problem can turn into downtime. 

hIghEST SafETy STandardS
We run strict quality-control programs on all of our 
equipment, and we meet or exceed the highest safety 
standards. We also maintain an extensive backup fleet,  
so we are ready to respond to your every need at a 
moment’s notice. 

gEnEraTOrS:  blaST-rESISTanT   
25 kva - 500 kva buIldIngS: 
Well gas generators 6.3 psi 8x20
Light plant 6.3 psi 8x40
 8 psi 12x40
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 Generators  Blast-Resistant Buildings  Mud Vacs Lights  Rig Mats 
  



ASSuRAnce
                                   Tiger Safety
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hIgh PrESSurE SafETy EQuIPmEnT rEnTal
We specialize in renting out high-pressure well testing 
equipment, including ASME-coded sand traps (#5800 and 
15k), flare stack trailers, test separators and plug catchers. 
 
SafETy STaff cOnTracTIng
Tiger Safety also provides expertise through our in-house and 
jobsite safety professionals. We can custom design a complete 
safety package that addresses your requirements and fits 
your safety culture. We can also supplement your staff by 
contracting our safety technicians to your operation. Whatever 
the job calls for, with Tiger Safety you are getting exactly the 
right solution.

In both onshore and offshore oilfield operations, safety is a 
complex challenge. Yet many safety companies approach 
that challenge with one solution. Not so with Tiger Safety. We 
understand that every job and every worksite is different, and 
we tailor solutions to your company’s policies and requirements 
– so you can be confident that unsafe conditions and acts are 
being addressed and managed, and your project risks are 
being reduced.

h2S SafETy and rEScuE
We provide the highest quality, most meticulously maintained 
equipment for our services and straight rentals. Our safety 
technicians specialize in H2S contingency plan compliance, 
gas detection, respiratory protection equipment, and onsite 
H2S training. Our staff and technicians are also trained and 
experienced for confined-space and hazardous operations, 
high-angle rescue and atmospheric control. If your worksite 
has hazardous conditions, Tiger Safety needs to be there.

    Gas Alert Micro 5 Otis Wire Free Sensor  30 Minute SCBA 5 Minute SCBA Cascade Systems Sand Separators 3 Phase Separators Tiger Eyes Flare Stack All Lights and Ventilation
  and Monitor

Safety Equipment Rentals

H2S Services

Confined Space Support

High-angle Rescue

Gas Detection

Flare Stacks

Test Separators 

Sand Traps

Worksite Preparation 

Respiratory Protection 

Flowback Safety (H2S)



Tiger Offshore 
TigerOffshoreRentals.com  1.877.844.3791

Tiger Industrial 
TigerIndustrialRentals.com 1.888.866.0047
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Tiger Safety 
TigerSafetyRentals.com  1.888.365.5220


